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1 Key findings
1.1

Our Place is a government programme launched in July 2013 and funded by the Department
for Communities and Local Government (DCLG). This research looks primarily at the
experience of the first round of Our Place, which ran from January 2014 until the summer of
2015. It is based on a desk study of programme administrative data, published materials and
other reports, new fieldwork including face to face interviews and site visits, and surveys of
lead organisations and others involved in Our Place. It was commissioned by Locality and
carried out by Shared Intelligence who reported to a project steering group comprised of
officers from DCLG and Locality.

1.2

At its launch Our Place was described as “a fundamental part of the government’s approach
to localism, transforming public services by making sure that they are focused on the user,
not the organisations.”1 The aim was to help communities “to design and deliver local
services that focus on local priorities and reduce costs.”2 Our Place areas had access to a
package of support which was overseen by Locality and which included grants of between
£13,000 and £33,000, as well as training and specialist advice. Our Place was preceded by a
pilot programme known as ‘Our Place Pioneers’3 which involved 12 areas across England.

1.3

Our Place was intended, in particular, to encourage local public service providers to look
carefully at total public spending in a defined neighbourhood. Projects would then work
together, with other interested individuals and organisations, to develop new collaborative
approaches. In this context an important aim of the programme was to encourage the
pooling, devolving or ‘re-wiring’ of budgets at a neighbourhood level with the aim of
meeting community needs more effectively, and making savings to the public purse.

1.4

The period during which Our Place has been running is also one during which statutory
service providers, not least local authorities, have faced unprecedented budget pressures.
Practically every local authority in the country is now looking to transform the provision and
commissioning of their services so that they can function sustainably on significantly reduced
budgets. This may involve councils withdrawing in some service areas to a statutory
minimum (e.g. public libraries); and in some cases it may mean withdrawing altogether even
from preventative or ‘diversionary’ services (such as youth work) which have been seen as
‘insurance’ against undesirable outcomes. There are also many local public service providers
who are encouraging community-based organisations in particular to step-in to fill the gaps
being left as their own activities reduce.

1.5

It is against this background, of policy ambitions for public services to be more user-focused
and user-controlled, and significant financial pressures, that Our Place has been used to
stimulate and support innovation in over 140 communities4.

1

Government press release announcing the formal start of the Our Place programme on 10 December 2013
As above
3
Previously known as the Neighbourhood Community Budget Pilots, launched in 2012
4
In the 2014/15 Our Place programme with another 60 during 2015/16
2
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1.6

Our research shows that, typically, Our Place has been seized upon by well-established,
often ambitious, service-orientated, and community-led organisations as an opportunity to
drive change. These community-based Our Place projects have often focused on two sets of
issues: health and well-being; and employment and skills.

1.7

We found a pattern of community organisations designing new ways to meet community
needs as alternatives or enhancements to services delivered by statutory organisations.
Often their aim has been to create services which are co-designed jointly with users,
community governed, highly attuned to community needs, high in quality but low in cost,
and often with volunteering playing a major role.

1.8

It is notable that the kinds of community based organisations who became involved in Our
Place tend to have low overheads and often operate frugally. The nature of these
organisations means that the services they deliver tend to be provided by a combination of
paid workers and unpaid volunteers. Even without specific measures to reduce costs further
(such as the plans for co-location and joint-working shown in the Torbay and Leicester case
studies) these are organisations with an inherently low cost base.

1.9

We also found that, despite some frustrations about the constraints of a 12-month timescale
for developing Our Place operational plans, the pace of the programme was useful for
creating momentum. Little over two years from the start of the first round of Our Place,
new service models are up and running, as the case studies show, and are achieving tangible
outcomes. Many of these plans are supported by Cost Benefit Analyses (CBAs) which were
carried out at the design stage of the programme and show fiscal benefits greater than the
costs of delivery. One caveat, however, is that there has not been a programme of follow-up
analysis to check whether those CBA estimates calculated at the design stage are proving
accurate in practice.

1.10

Lead organisations found the Our Place process helpful, including the associated support coordinated by Locality. The process of negotiating priorities with other partners, developing a
logic model and operational plan, and the advantages of being visibly associated with a
government programme were all important in getting partners to agree priorities and
actions within a tight timescale.

1.11

The survey data and case studies indicate that the Our Place model works best when;

1.12



statutory services have a track-record of supporting community-led change and
engaging constructively with community organisations;



there are existing service model propositions led by community organisations;



community organisations involved are already experienced in practical service delivery;



and there are well-identified community needs, which require innovation to be met.

Local authorities and other public service providers, such as local NHS bodies, appear to be
more supportive of Our Place implementation where there is political support for budget
devolution, and where financial values are small in proportion to overall service budgets or
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contracts (e.g. parish environmental contracts in Buckinghamshire). Cost benefit analysis
has also helped build confidence among budget-holders.
1.13

One important theme which runs through our findings was evidence of community led
service innovation being delivered through the programme. Rather than simply replicating
the delivery methods of statutory services, Our Place lead organisations have tended to use
Our Place to approach community needs in very different ways to what public service
providers have typically done. Some of these models are explored in the case studies
associated with this report. Some have focused on new approaches to health and social
care, for instance the Hele’s Angels project in Torbay with its social prescribing approach.
North Huyton Communities Future (themselves a legacy of a previous DCLG programme) are
creating a new social housing ownership model to reduce the number of un-let properties.
Stewkley Parish Council have secured an environmental services contract from the county
council and are using this to combine a simple service for the basic upkeep to local
streetscene with a service to meet the employment and skills needs of local young people.
Some have also been able to connect neighbourhood-level activities with large scale NHS
change programmes (notably Martock and Torbay). A few, such as Black Country Make, have
attempted to create an entirely different model of civic provision and engagement based on
an ethos of self-help and the building of ‘maker’ skills.

1.14

However, this development of alternative models brings challenges in terms of long term
implementation beyond the development or pilot stage.

1.15

It is very clear from the data we have gathered that so far, very few Our Place projects have
been able to secure devolved budgets or contracts for commissioned services. There are
some notable exceptions such as Stewkley Parish Council’s environmental contracts in
Buckinghamshire and the social prescribing in Torbay. Some projects have also secured
asset transfers from local authorities (e.g. in Bradford and Birmingham in the pilot
programme) to enable them to develop new forms of leisure provision – but these are
exceptions. For the most part, budget pooling has not happened, instead many Our Place
initiatives are currently hoping to create mixed budget ‘patchworks’ from multiple sources.

1.16

The case studies illustrate several factors which may help explain this impasse. Some local
authorities have already reduced the services that the Our Place projects could have been
alternatives to, or are planning to reduce them in the near future e.g. youth services, ‘low
level’ support to socially isolated older people, sports and cultural facilities. In addition,
public service providers question community organisations’ quality assurance and
governance, and have fears about the resource burden of overseeing a large number of
contracts spread between a lot of very small providers. A number of local public service
managers also acknowledge there are attitudinal barriers within their own organisations to
overcome. These include political concerns about devolving budgets to seemingly
unaccountable and unelected bodies, and perhaps also a reluctance to embrace radical
cultural change.

1.17

Statutory agencies also, on the whole, appear reluctant or unable to view the kinds of
services developed through Our Place as replacements/substitutes for existing services.
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More often, they are seen as additional and/or complementary meaning that in practice
there is little prospect of them being commissioned via mainstream public funding.
1.18

The result is that most activities developed under Our Place are still operating, precariously it
seems, outside of mainstream local public service budgets and many are now relying on
further time limited grants, often from the Big Lottery, to continue.

1.19

We see this as similar in many respects to the challenges experienced by previous
programmes with related aims such as New Deal for Communities (NDC) and the
Neighbourhood Renewal Fund (NRF). Those programmes also led to the development of
new service delivery models often through collaboration with community groups and nonstatutory organisations in a similar fashion but on a larger scale than Our Place. In many
localities those previous programmes succeeded in stimulating innovation but then
struggled to leave a lasting mark on the way local public services were organised5; a great
many new service models were not (in the terminology of neighbourhood renewal)
‘mainstreamed’. With Our Place, however, we suggest it is still possible to ensure the
embedding of innovative new delivery models, of the kind illustrated in our case studies – if
action is taken.

1.20

Our findings suggest that a related problem faced by Our Place lead organisations are
contradictory understandings about how community-based organisations should be funded
or resourced to deliver local public services. Logically, resources will need to be sourced
from some combination of: public sector contract payments, public sector grants, Lottery or
charitable grants, user payments, loans and finance, or non-cash resources such volunteer
time or donated goods and materials. Many community organisations involved in Our Place
are expecting (and indeed relying upon) some degree of public sector contract payments.
Many statutory organisations, however, envisage that resources for such services will not (or
cannot) come from mainstream public spending of any kind. Yet at the same time we have
seen little evidence of any detailed assessment of where resources will come from in
practice. Our conclusion, therefore, is that without clearer direction at a local or national
level, and more explicit discussions about choices for funding community-led local public
services, some of the innovation produced by Our Place risks not being realised.

5

In ‘Social Policy in a Cold Climate – Working Paper 6’ (2013) Ruth Lupton concludes that despite
enabling many new approaches to be developed, programmes such as NDC “did not fundamentally
alter the distribution of funding for public services.”
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Summary of recommendations:
1.21 In the final section of this report we make 15 recommendations to different stakeholders
with an interest in this programme, or similar future programmes.
1. Any similar future programme should focus (for any given budget) on fewer and
more carefully selected organisations and should budget for a longer tail of
support post sign-off.
2. Programmes should encourage lead organisations and would-be commissioners
to have a shared stake through match-funding or pre-agreed commitments.
3. Programmes should target projects led by well-established community
organisations with strong leadership, focused on specific, tangible, service
propositions.
4. Future programmes should be supported by a package consisting of cash grants,
along with advisers and Relationship Managers. Online resources should be
provided the start, but could tail off.
5. More research is needed to compare the costs and benefits of commissioning
more localised delivery, with commissioning at larger scales (e.g. citywide).
6. Greater openness and transparency from statutory agencies is needed on their
expectations about how community-led provision is to be resourced.
7. Local community-led providers must also be clearer and more transparent about
their assumptions about resourcing.
8. Community-led organisations should respond to the concerns some statutory
sector commissioners have about their capacity, quality assurance, and quality
of governance.
9. Programmes could explore the use of incentives or support, to reward
commitment to implementation, and thereby achieve more impact beyond the
stage of completing an operational plan.
10. Programmes could require match funding from local public service providers
which would be committed at the outset, but not paid into the project until after
the first year.
11. Our Place should be more clearly positioned as promoting both community
rights and public service transformation policy goals.
12. Our Place data (including CBAs and case studies) should be shared more widely
to illustrate how councils can partner with community organisations as a route
to service transformation which achieves two important goals at once – greater
impact and lower costs.
13. CBA forecasts produced by Our Place areas should be validated after
implementation by comparing them with actual outturn data.
14. CBAs should continue to be used in Our Place and similar programmes.
15. CBA guidance should be revised to more effectively take account of social
outcomes.
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2 Introduction and aims of the research
2.1

Shared Intelligence (Si) was commissioned by Locality in late 2015 to carry out an evaluation
of the first round of Our Place, which ran from January 2014 until the summer of 2015.
Locality commissioned this research as the organisation appointed by DCLG to deliver and
support the Our Place programme. In carrying out the research, we reported to a project
steering group comprised of officers from DCLG and Locality.

2.2

This evaluation primarily focuses on the round of Our Place projects, which ran from January
2014 until the summer of 2015. However, we considered the experience of the Our Place
Pioneers – the predecessor to Our Place which ran during 2012 to 2013 - to be important to
understand more about what happens after the initial year of an Our Place initiative. Our
case studies therefore include two areas from the Our Place Pioneers, and we also
conducted interviews with lead individuals from organisations who took part in the Our
Place Pioneer process. While we were conducting this study during 2015/16 the second
round of Our Place was underway. This study does not include evaluation of this second
phase.

2.3

In summary, the study set out to understand:

2.4



Patterns of take-up, performance and progress made by Our Place projects, and
the content and nature of the operational plans which project areas produced;



Whether budgets and services could be ‘re-wired’ or redesigned at a local level;



The impact the support activities offered by Locality had in terms of usefulness
to areas and progress made;



‘What has worked for whom, and why – and in what circumstances?’;



The circumstances in which the design and delivery of the programme works
best to accelerate decentralisation; and



Possible relationships between characteristics (or types) of partnerships and
implementation of operational plans.

To conduct this research, we were able to draw on data including: existing administrative
records held by Locality and DCLG, wider research in this field, new primary research we
conducted ourselves, including surveys, interviews and case studies, and interviews with a
number of individuals involved in Our Place.
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3 Methodology: data gathering and analysis
3.1

Desk research and fieldwork was carried out between November 2015 and April 2016 and
consisted of the following methods:


Desk review including analysis of operational plans submitted by areas, and
centrally held administrative data



Telephone interviews with four stakeholders (staff at DCLG, Locality)



Surveys of 71 lead contacts and of 65 partners



Eleven in depth case studies



Two Sounding Board workshops with Locality, DCLG, representatives from Our
Place projects and other stakeholders

Desk review
3.2
Our desk review commenced with an assessment of: documents produced by Our Place
areas (applications to join the programme, operational plans, Logic Models, Cost Benefit
Analyses); documents and correspondence produced by staff at DCLG and Locality relating to
the various assessment stages; data from a customer relationship management system used
by Locality to track basic information on each area (area name, area type, lead organisation,
project theme, outcomes of the various assessment stages); and materials relating to the
support programme (written guidance, case studies and illustrative examples, recordings of
webinars and presentations).
3.3

The desk review enabled us to assess the overall pattern of participation in the programme
(types of organisations, themes, types of areas), and begin to identify patterns in terms of
those areas who were able to produce an operational plan which was signed off. We used
this to identify issues and questions to inform the surveys, and we made a short report to
DCLG and Locality of our headlines from this stage of the research.

3.4

As part of our desk review and to inform questions for the survey and case studies, we
reviewed a cross-section of operational plans. We selected five that were considered by
Locality and DCLG to have been stronger and five which were considered less strong.

Stakeholder interviews
3.5
Early in the study, we conducted scoping interviews with two key staff members from
Locality and two from the DCLG policy team. These conversations helped us develop our
understanding of programme objectives and informed the direction of our research.
Case studies
3.6
Our methodology included the production of a set of eleven detailed case studies, to form
the backbone of our qualitative evidence base. Our case studies are the result of face to
face interviews and site visits in each case study area, as well as desk research and in some
cases additional telephone interviews. The data on which the case studies are based has
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helped us examine in some depth how Our Place functions as a programme. The written
case studies we have produced deal with areas of progress and success, as well as aspects of
the programme which were challenging or did not function as anticipated.
3.7

We wanted to conduct some of our case study site visits and interviews early in the study so
they could also help shape the remainder of the research. These were shared with a
Sounding Board convened for this evaluation consisting of Our Place area leads, Locality,
DCLG and academic advisors. We then conducted site visits for the remainder of the case
studies subsequent to this. The selection of both tranches of case study areas was done in
close collaboration with DCLG and Locality. Our primary sampling criteria was to select from
different area types, organisation types, and location types. We then used as secondary
criteria, the thematic focus of operational plans, scale of ambition, and breadth of issues
covered.

3.8

We began with a long-list of potential case study candidates. When approached,
understandably, some declined. In total we have conducted case study research with 11 Our
Place areas.

3.9

We identified four case study areas to visit at the start of the study, two of which were Our
Place Pioneers and two of which were Our Place round one areas. The areas visited were
Birmingham (comprising three separate areas which were all NCB/Our Place Pioneers;
Balsall Heath, Castle Vale, and Shard End), Bradford (Bradford Trident – also an Our Place
Pioneer), Croydon (Croydon Voluntary Action) and Torbay (Hele’s Angels). Case study visits
to these areas were conducted in January and February 2016. We interviewed lead contacts
and partners, as well as other stakeholders involved with projects.

3.10

Following analysis of the online survey, we agreed the selection of a further seven case study
areas with Locality and DCLG. These were sampled in the same way as before but as a
secondary criteria we looked for a mix of areas who had been more successful and less
successful in terms of budget pooling. The second tranche of case studies areas were
Leicester, Martock, North Huyton, Seaham, Somers Town, Stewkley and Wolverhampton.
Case study visits to these areas were conducted in March 2016.

3.11

Our written case study reports can be found in the appendix of this report.

Telephone interviews with Our Place Pioneers
3.12 As well as case study visits to four of the twelve Our Place Pioneers, we also carried out
telephone interviews with lead organisations from a further four Our Place Pioneers; Queens
Park (Westminster), Poplar (Tower Hamlets), Norbiton (Kingston Upon Thames), and
Haverhill (Suffolk).
Online survey – lead organisations and partner organisations
3.13 We designed and carried out two online surveys during January and February 2016: one for
lead organisations and one for contacts in organisations who were partner organisations,
(these included local authorities, NHS bodies, police and community organisations).
3.14

The timing of the survey was around nine months into the ‘implementation stage’, i.e. the
survey took place around nine months after Our Place lead organisations were due to have
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begun implementing the operation plans they had developed between March 2014 and
March 2015. The survey asked about the experience of the Our Place and the package of
support and guidance. We also asked what had happened during the implementation stage
including whether there had been pooling, aligning, or devolving of budgets.
3.15

Our survey of lead organisations received 71 responses having been sent out by email via a
Locality staff member to their primary list of contacts for all 141 organisations in round one
of Our Place. This was a list of contacts and a mode of communication which had been used
regularly up until the time we sent out the survey. Some organisations gave more than one
survey response, so the response by organisation was 63 out of 141 lead organisations (45
per cent response rate).

3.16

Lead organisation responses came from:


VCS bodies6

= 43 responses



Local authorities

= 14 responses



Parish or Town Councils

= 11 responses



Other public services

= 3 responses

3.17

The lead organisation survey response was broadly proportionate to the types of
organisations leading Our Place overall. It should be noted that for some organisational
types and characteristics, the sub samples in the survey data are too small to support
statistically significant comparative analysis. It has been highlighted where this is the case.

3.18

The partner organisation survey produced 65 responses. To generate a list of names to
which we could send this survey, we had asked lead organisations to nominate up to four
individuals from among their partners. This exercise produced a list of 177 partner contacts.
From partners we had multiple responses from some areas, so the response rate by area
was 40 out of 141 areas (a 28 per cent response rate).

Role of the Sounding Board to test and validate our findings
3.19 In addition to a project steering group (comprised of DCLG and Locality staff) we also worked
with DCLG and Locality to convene a sounding board with whom we could test and discuss
our interim and final findings. The sounding board included key contacts from lead
organisations, academics, and individuals who had worked on behalf of Locality as advisors
to Our Place areas.
3.20

6

The sounding board met twice. On both occasions we presented our findings and asked the
sounding board members to interrogate the findings, test whether our emerging conclusions
were supported by the evidence, and to ask themselves how the findings compared to their
own experience and research. We also invited the sounding board to develop and test our
theory of change.

The term ‘VCS Bodies’ is a programme term applied to non-statutory organisations taking part in Our Place
whose primary purpose is “charitable, philanthropic or benevolent” – these have tended to be local
community-led and non-profit organisations, often with charitable status.
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4 Methodology: theory of change
4.1

A key objective of this Our Place evaluation has been to assess ‘What has worked for whom,
and why – and in what circumstances?’. Our intention is to explain in what ways Our Place
worked (or did not), the circumstances in which it had worked best or less well, and other
factors which could influence the effectiveness of the approach in different localities. We
hope this will mean our findings can directly inform future similar programmes.

4.2

The importance of considering ‘What has worked for whom, and why – and in what
circumstances?’ had already been embedded in Our Place through the requirement on
individual lead organisations to produce logic models setting their rationale for particular
proposals as part of the development of their operational plans. Not only that, but as the
Our Place approach was being implemented DCLG themselves developed a logic model for
the programme as a whole - an adapted version of which is shown in figure 1A below

Figure 1A
4.3

During this evaluation we have sought to explore in even more detail, the relationships and
connections between inputs (such as funding, guidance, staff time), processes (such as
partnership building), outputs (such as the operational plans), and different levels of
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outcomes (from local service innovation, to better outcomes for the public). We call this
more developed version of a logic model a ‘theory of change’.
4.4

Towards the beginning of our research, using what we knew of Our Place at that point
(based on our own knowledge of the policy area, already-published data, and our initial
meetings with DCLG and Locality), we produced an “ex ante” theory of change. This
represented our own interpretation and understanding of the way Our Place had been
originally conceived before it had been implemented. This is show in figure 1B below.
Context

Inputs

Processes

Outputs

Outcomes
Dependent on area
circumstances and details of
operational plan but likely to
include:

Starting point for
programme design
was the Our Place
Pioneers pilot

Learning from DCLG
internal evaluation of
the ‘Pioneers’ pilot
programme

Support from Locality and Performance
141 areas recruited
management
partners for/through
arrangements in place

Identification of key
Programme rules and
issues
Completed operational
requirements

CBA analysis
plan

Resource mapping
(in some cases) Cost

Community
Benefit Analysis
Time commitment
engagement
from individuals

Partner engagement Logic Models






Devolution and/or
pooling of budgets



Service innovation at
neighbourhood level



Improved service
delivery (from user
perspective)



More equal access to
services

Application process

Policy goals of putting
Selection of areas and
communities at the
DCLG commissioning provision of grant
heart of local public
of Locality support
service delivery
Aim was to create a
programme to bring
partners and local
people together on
‘issues that matter’
with:

potential to
influence how
local budgets
are spent
(pooling,
aligning,
devolving)
transforming services
and the way their
neighbourhood works



Cash grants
Partnership Agreements
Relationship
management
Development of operation
Champions and plans
regional learning
Training
Governance etc.
Implementation

Cost-effectiveness
Better citizen outcomes
Increased community
involvement in local decisions
New ways of working are
embedded and sustained
Finance secured through:
 budget pooling/ aligning
 commissioning
 external grants
Partnership working
embedded
Learning outcomes for future
interventions and other public
policy programmes:
 The importance and
effectiveness of different
elements of the support
 The additionality and
impact of the programme

Figure 1B
4.5

Towards the left of the diagram are the context and the inputs or resources DCLG planned to
invest or expected others would provide. Towards the right of the diagram are the
outcomes that were anticipated.

4.6

In this theory of change, much like DCLG’s on the previous page, the expectation is that Our
Place programme would initially support the development of operational plans which,
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through community and partner engagement, would identify key issues, conduct resource
mapping, and in some cases complete a cost benefit analysis (CBA). Locality, as the
organisations tasked with managing the programme, would provide a range of support
activities to Our Place lead organisations, including cash grants and access to relationship
managers. This in turn would be enough to secure commitments from statutory
organisation for the pooling and devolving of public service budgets. Following the sign-off
of operational plans it was expected that Our Place projects would then move into a self-led
‘implementation phase’ during which operational plans could be translated into real action.
4.7

The crux of the predictive hypothesis, around which Our Place was designed, was this; Our
Place operational plans supported by evidence including cost benefit analyses and having
strong local backing, would be compelling enough to persuade service providers,
predominantly local authorities, to pool, align and devolve budgets so the plans could be
realised. The resources made available in this way would enable the implementation of
individual Our Place operational plans meaning that new service models could go live and in
each Our Place area the ‘rewiring’ of services and associated budgets would gain a degree of
permanence. In this way Our Place would have delivered the original policy aim of ‘local
services that focus on local priorities and reduce costs’.

4.8

This initial or ex ante theory of change was important in the early stages of our evaluation as
a tool and reference point against which to design our survey and interview questions.

4.9

As we began to gather data, interpret it, and discuss it with DCLG, Locality and the sounding
board, we were able to develop this initial theory of change into a ‘real-world’ or ex post
theory of change which represents how, at the end of our research, we now understand Our
Place to work, for whom it works, and why. Our ‘real-world’ theory of change is shown
chapter 8.
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5 Programme structure and participation
5.1

This section describes the basic structure of Our Place and some of the main concepts. It
then looks at who took part in the programme. We draw on our desk review of programme
documentation, administrative data from DCLG and Locality, case study data, and we also
look at our survey data in relation to the thematic focus of Our Place.

Basic concepts within Our Place
5.2
Lead responsibility for Our Place lies with DCLG. The government’s policy statement on
localism describes Our Place as follows: “Using the Our Place! approach means putting the
community at the heart of decision making and bringing together the right people –
councillors, public servants, businesses, voluntary and community organisations and the
community itself - to revolutionise the way a neighbourhood works.”7
5.3

Our Place was developed following a pilot programme originally known as Neighbourhood
Community Budgets (NCB) but now referred to as the Our Place Pioneers. This initial
programme took place in 2012/13 involving twelve areas in England.

5.4

In terms of practical objectives, those taking part in Our Place were expected to develop an
‘operational plan’ describing how they had identified certain issues or services as priorities,
and how these services would be transformed. The ‘Our Place Starter Pack’ explained that
each operational plan must explain what issues are being tackled and why, and explain what
in practice is proposed. Plans had to be ‘supported by a strong business case which sets out
the benefits and efficiencies to be gained from redesigning the service(s) and how public
funds will be used differently to achieve desired outcomes for local people’. Operational
plans had to be produced within a period of approximately 12 months.

5.5

An important set of concepts within the programme are the ‘pooling’, ‘aligning’ and
‘devolving’ of public service budgets. DCLG defined pooling, aligning and devolving as
follows8:
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An aligned budget is where public sector providers retain control and
accountability for a budget in respective service areas but agree to spend it to
deliver an agreed outcome/s.



A pooled budget is where service providers pool their budgets in one pot and
collectively decide how to spend the money to deliver against agreed outcomes.



A devolved budget is where responsibility for taking spending decisions is
devolved to the community (e.g. parish, social enterprise) from a service
provider to deliver a particular service or outcome (a devolved budget could be
aligned spend, one element of a budget, or a pooled budget).

From HM Government online statement of localism policy from 2010 to 2015
Definition taken from one of the online presentations provided by DCLG as part of the package of Our Place
guidance and support Our Place: Operational Plans
8
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Timing and structure of Our Place
5.6
The launch of Our Place was announced by the Department of Communities and Local
Government (DCLG) in July 2013 and the programme opened for applications in January
2014. Successful applicants were notified on a rolling basis as their applications were
assessed with the first approvals coming in March 2014. This gave them around 12 months
until the final deadline in the programme which was for the submission of an operation plan
by March 2015.
5.7

Locality was commissioned to manage the operation of Our Place; initially their role related
to the first round of the programme and was subsequently extended to manage a second
round of Our Place, and a related ‘First Steps’ programme which took place between 2015
and 2016.

5.8

Participation in Our Place was supported by a package of grants and support overseen by
Locality as part of their programme management role. Although all lead organisations were
eligible to a basic level of grant and support, some support was targeted at the level of
support needed by different organisations and the complexity or ambition of what they
planned to do.

5.9

Through a competitive application process, 141 organisations were accepted onto Our Place
for the first round of the programme. They were accepted onto the programme on a rolling
basis as their applications were assessed. These 141 lead organisations initially received
“Getting ready” grants of £3,000 to produce a development strategy which was intended as
the start of work towards an operational plan. They were also entitled to between one and
one-and-a-half days of external advice and were able to access other support including
learning resources and events.

5.10

The rolling start had meant lead organisations began work at different times between March
and May 2014, but the first programme milestone in May 2014 applied to all lead
organisations regardless of start date. At this point they had to apply for the next tranche of
grant. These were “Getting Going” grants of £10,000 intended to fund the further
development of an operational plans. There was also an opportunity at this point to apply
for additional funding of between £5,000 and £20,000 to support the more ambitious plans.
The main purpose of the “Getting Going” stage was to enable lead organisations to finalise
their operational plans. For these grants, 90 per cent was offered in advance with 10 per
cent held back pending the submission of the operational plan. This milestone was
designed as a selective stage that not all lead organisations would pass. Several lead
organisations dropped out and did not even apply for “Getting Going”. Of the 129 who did
apply, 120 had their applications approved and received “Getting Going” grants.

5.11

At this point in the programme DCLG and Locality also requested that 55 areas produce a
cost benefit analysis (CBA) to accompany their operational plans. DCLG saw cost benefit
analysis an important way both to help increase the quality and evidence-base of
operational plans, and also to make it more likely that Our Place operational plans would
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secure support from decision-makers9. A CBA was requested where it was felt to
complement the type of proposals being developed in an operation plan – e.g. where a
specific type of intervention was being proposed of a type which meant that conducting CBA
was proportionate and likely to be achievable. Where a CBA was requested, external
support was also offered. The CBA model which Our Place lead organisations were asked to
use was the one developed by New Economy (Manchester) in partnership with analysts from
several government departments. This is based on HM Treasury Green Book methodology,
and is increasingly being adopted by public service organisations and has a high level of
credibility within government.
5.12

A total of 117 Our Place lead organisations (out of the 120 who had reached this stage)
submitted operational plans. Of these, 85 had their operational plans (and CBA if this was
required) approved by Locality and DCLG.

5.13

The sequence of these stages and the number of areas involved is shown in more detail in
the timeline chart and diagram below.

9

See Our Place Guide to Cost Benefit Analysis, by Pro Bono Economics at: http://mycommunity.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2015/07/Our-Place_CBA-guide_FINAL_eginc.pdf
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5.14

Timeline of Our Place Round 1 – January 2014 to July 2015
For most participating areas the funded stage of Our Place lasted approximately twelve months, punctuated by various milestones. The charts below explain the
main stages of Our Place as experienced by the participating organisations, and the timescale over which these took place:

Stage
January 2014 - Applications for Our Place invited – DCLG invited applications to apply to join the Our Place
programme from organisations that were Local Authorities, ‘VCS bodies’, Parish or Town Councils, or other types of
statutory public service. This was a competitive process with a limited number of places on the programme. The
process was co-ordinated by Locality, which had been commissioned to deliver the programme on behalf of DCLG.
March to June 2014 - "Getting Ready" grants awarded to successful applicants – those organisations that were
successful in their application were admitted to the programme, which meant they received “Getting Ready” grants,
and were able to access non-financial support including advisers, training and guidance materials. Organisations were
admitted to the programme in a rolling process as Locality and DCLG assessed the applications. The first organisations
were admitted to the programme in March 2014, and others followed over the subsequent 12 weeks. The main
expectation was that lead organisations would use this stage to produce a development strategy setting out the issues
they wanted to tackle, and a logic model describing how their proposed approach would address their chosen issues.
May 2014 - Application deadline for "Getting Going" grants – three months into the programme organisations had to
apply for “Getting Going” grants. This was dependent on areas having produced a logic model and development
strategy. For the first organisations to have been admitted to the programme this was a few months into their Our
Place activity, but others had only just received their initial “Getting Ready” grant when they had to make this second
application. Not all areas applied to this second stage, and not all applications were approved. Fifty-five lead
organisations were also told at this stage they would need to submit a cost benefit analysis (CBA) with their operational
plan. At this point organisations also had the option of applying for extra “Going Further” and “Breaking New Ground”
funding to support the development of more ambitious plans.
March 2015 - Deadline for submission of final operational plans and CBA – a key objective set for organisations by
DCLG was to produce an operational plan as the culmination of the supported/funded stage of Our Place. These were
first submitted in draft, and then in final form. The deadline for operational plans in final form was February 2015;
around 11-12 months after most organisations had been admitted to the programme.
March to June 2015 - Final operational plan review and sign-off - as with the initial applications, there was a rolling

Number of organisations reaching this
stage
280
applications

141
applicants accepted/offered "Getting
Ready" grants

129/141
applied to move on to next stage,
120 /129
were approved

117
Operational plans submitted

85/117
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Number of organisations reaching this
stage

Stage
assessment process for the operational plans, co-ordinated by Locality and involving DCLG, and this took place
between March and June 2015. This process took around 16 weeks to complete.

Operational plans approved

March 2015 onwards - Implementation phase - Those organisations that had their operational plans approved were
then considered to be in their ‘implementation phase’. Although this is considered a stage of the programme, there is
no obligation or requirement for organisations to deliver their plans – unless they wanted to themselves.

85
Our Place areas moved on to
implementation

Programme stage 2014/15
Applications for Our Place invited
"Getting Ready" grants awarded to successful applicants
Application deadline for "Getting Going" grants
Deadline for submission of final Operational Plans and CBA
Final Operational Plan review and sign-off
Implementation phase

Figure 3
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Figure 2

280 applications
141 applicants offered "Getting Ready" grants
129/141 applied, 120 /129 approved
117 Operational Plans submitted
85/117 Operational Plans approved
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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Participation and progression in Our Place by type of organisation
5.15 In round one of Our Place, 141 lead organisations received ‘Getting Ready’ grant funding and
support. In addition, each lead organisation also established a partnership with other
organisations they considered necessary to help them deliver their projects (in most cases
these partnerships were informal, and not legally binding). These tended to be referred to
as ‘Our Place partner organisations’. Partner organisations were often involved in specific
aspects of Our Place, but tended to have less direct contact with Locality and DCLG; some
were only involved marginally.
5.16

Lead organisations joining the programme were categorised into four types; VCS body, Local
Authority, Other service, Parish/town council. The table below, based on programme
records, shows the breakdown of types of organisation admitted onto the programme and
their progress through the various stages.

Organisation
type

Organisations
accepted on to
programme

Organisations
accepted on to
programme
(percentage by
type)

Operational
plan submitted

Success-rate
from start to
Operational
plan submitted

Operational
plan signed-off

Success-rate
from start to
Plan signed-off

VCS body

79

56%

69

87%

54

68%

Local
Authority
Other service

38

27%

29

76%

16

42%

6

4%

5

83%

3

50%

Parish / town
council

18

13%

14

78%

12

67%

Totals/Over
all

141

100%

117

85

Figure 4
5.17

5.18

Figure 4 highlights several important patterns:


‘VCS bodies’ made up the majority of the organisations joining the programme
and just over one quarter were local authorities.



The success rate of VCS bodies in getting their plans signed off is higher (at 68%)
than for statutory service providers, and the success rate of Parish and Town
councils is also high.



The latter stages saw higher drop-out rates – the drop-out rate between
acceptance onto the programme and ‘operational plan submitted’ was 24 lead
organisations (17%), whereas the drop-out rate between ‘operational plan
submitted’ and ‘Plan signed off’ was 32 (or 27%).

The fact that a large proportion of lead organisations were community-led was not seen by
DCLG or Locality as conflicting with the overall Our Place goals of encouraging the pooling of
public sector budgets, but it did mean that where lead organisations had relatively little
control over local public spending, they would need to secure close involvement and strong
commitment from statutory partners who did control budgets.
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5.19

For much of our analysis from this point forward, we have grouped ‘VCS bodies’ and Parishes
and Town councils together. We recognise that Parishes and Town councils are very
different from VCS bodies – not least in that they are statutory organisations, with
democratically elected governance. However, those Parishes who took part in Our Place
appear to be similar in many ways to the kinds of VCS bodies who took part. Many (although
not all) are of similar size, and geographically they have similar scales of operation. Also the
nature of their Our Place projects – focused on specific needs-based services - often had a
lot in common. Consequently, we felt that the experiences of Parishes and VCS bodies were
comparable and that what we could learn from these two types of organisation would be
similar, especially in terms of drivers and barriers.

Thematic focus of Our Place projects
5.20 Lead organisations had been asked at the application stage what themes or services were
the focus of their projects. We asked a similar question in our lead organisation survey, and
allowed respondents to choose up to three themes. At that point in time ‘Health and wellbeing’, and ‘skills and employment’ were given as the most common themes and ‘education’
was the least common.

%

Main focus/policy theme(s) - respondents could nominate up
to three themes (71/71 respondents)
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Figure 5
Specific projects and projects based on prior activity
5.21 As part of the lead organisation survey, we asked whether their projects had ‘specific’ aims,
as opposed to being part of a more general neighbourhood working approach. Around 60
per cent of those who responded to the lead organisation survey said Our Place had focused
on a specific project. Specific focus includes examples from the case studies such as:


North Huyton’s project to bring void social rented homes into community
ownership as part of a local masterplan known as Revive.
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5.22



The Stewkley parish project, which was to scale-up the community-run grounds
maintenance service which employs young people from the village through a
commissioned contract with Buckinghamshire County Council.



Somers Town’s project to create an employment support centre for adults
furthest from the labour market.

Conversely, projects which were part of a general neighbourhood approach include:


Martock, which is a community wide approach with broad scope covering
information governance, service coordination, and youth work.



Croydon CVS, where Our Place was used to empower local people in response to
concerns in the community that outside organisations had often come in to
provide support – yet local people were often unable to be part of that effort.

5.23

Some of the case studies suggest that Our Place projects could progress further where lead
organisations built on prior activity rather than starting from scratch. The Hele’s Angels case
study is an example of building on prior activity. There, the Our Place project (to develop a
social prescribing service) was new but was led by an existing neighbourhood management
partnership. The partnership was comprised of three community groups who each owned a
community hall and they had already been considering how they could use their buildings as
the basis for a new health-focused offer. In this case Our Place enabled those organisations
to act on an issue they had already been considering.

5.24

Other examples of Our Place building on prior activity:


In Leicester, a group of community-based health and welfare organisations had
already identified a need to co-locate (to improve service impact, and increase
organisational sustainability), but Our Place was seen as a route to achieve that
co-location and other related aims.



In Somers Town Our Place was used to take practical steps to launch a new
employment advice service, the need for which had already been identified
through previous ‘Community Rights’ activities using neighbourhood planning
powers.
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6 Our Place process and support
6.1

In this chapter we look at data from our surveys in relation to the Our Place process and the
package of support offered to lead organisations and other partners. We also start to
address the question of ‘‘What has worked for whom, and why – and in what
circumstances?’ by examining how different types of organisations experienced the Our
Place process.

6.2

The survey data, as illustrated in figure 6, indicates that the application process was found by
most lead organisations to be relatively easy, while the subsequent stages of the Our Place
process were seen as progressively more difficult. This fits with the pattern we see of dropout rates rising as the process progressed. This drop-out was partly due to the fact some
programme milestones were designed as selection stages which not all participants would
pass, and partly due to lead organisations themselves choosing not to progress further
beyond a particular point. It also suggests that the difficultly level of the application process
may not necessarily have prepared lead organisations for the level of difficulty they would
encounter later on.

6.3

A common view among case study interviewees (DCLG and Locality staff also expressed this
view) was that that Our Place had too many formal milestones or ‘hoops’ to go through,
given the timescale and amount of grant on offer. However, some interviewees felt that
notwithstanding the number of milestones, the short timescale itself provided useful
momentum.

%

How easy/difficult was it for you to complete the necessary
work to meet the timescales for the following stages of the
Our Place process? (67/67 respondents)
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Initial application Submission of Development of Development of Development and Development and
from your area to Development Logic Model for draft Operational submission of
submission of
join the Our Place Strategy by the Our Place in your
Plan
final Operational Cost Benefit
programme
area
Plan
Analysis (if one
lead local
was carried out)
organisation (in
May ‘15, first key
milestone)
Very Easy

Figure 6

Quite easy

Quite difficult

Very difficult
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Local Authority + Other Public Service Provider
(17/17 respondents)

VCS Body (VCS) + Parish/Town Council (50/50
respondents)
70
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50
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40

%

70

%

6.4

Experience of Our Place process disaggregated by organisation type
Looking at the experience of the process by type of organisation, we see a few significant differences. We found VCS bodies and parish and town councils were
significantly more likely than statutory providers to describe the initial application stage as ‘very easy’ or ‘quite easy’ (90 per cent of VCS bodies and parishes versus 59
per cent of statutory bodies). Conversely, local authorities were significantly more likely than VCS bodies and parishes to describe producing a logic model as ‘very easy’
or ‘quite easy’ (47 per cent of statutory bodies, versus 36 per cent of VCS bodies and parishes). This is an important difference given the importance of the logic models
for articulating and testing rationale. From our interviews and case study visits we also tended to hear mainstream public service providers viewing the general
pressure of time, and ‘hoops’, less burdensome than community organisations and parishes. Community organisations in particular (who tend to be more thinly
resourced), felt the time demands of the process were at the limit of what they could justify, and some requirements did not appear to be essential.
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Figure 7
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Stages of Our Place process which projects found difficult and why
6.5
Where survey respondents had identified an aspect of the process as ‘quite difficult’ or ‘very
difficult’ they were then asked a follow-up question asking why that aspect had been
difficult. Of the choice of reasons we provided, the most commonly indicated were:
pressures on organisations’ own staff resources; technical difficulty; and Our Place
deadlines.

Reasons why respondents described aspects of Our Place
process as "quite difficult" or "very difficult". (54/67
respondents across all questions)
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Initial application
from your area
to join the Our
Place
programme

Submission of Development of Development of Development
Development Logic Model for draft Operational and submission
Plan
of final
Strategy by the Our Place in your
area
Operational Plan
lead local
organisation (in
May ‘15, first key
milestone)

Development
and submission
of Cost Benefit
Analysis (if one
was carried out)

Plan became too ambitious/unrealistic

Lack of engagement

Pressures on our own staff resources

Technically difficult

Deadlines set by Our Place were unrealistic

Quality of guidance (not enough or unclear)

Figure 9
Lead organisations found Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) difficult, but also worthwhile
6.6
For those who were asked to develop a CBA, this part of the Our Place process was least
likely to be seen as “very easy” or “quite easy” and most likely to be seen as “very difficult”
or “quite difficult”. The challenges of producing a CBA were also mentioned frequently in
interviews. Despite the difficulty however, many felt the end result has been very useful for
building support for their operational plan with partners.
6.7

DCLG and Locality decided, based on an assessment of the logic models, which Our Place
operational plans would benefit from producing a CBA – for instance where a specific
intervention was being proposed. A total of 55 lead organisations were asked. Each was
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offered support from specialist organisations with CBA expertise. Nonetheless, Our Place
lead organisations still had to provide much of the input data for the CBA.
6.8

From our interviews we learned that the CBA process was felt by some organisations to
require a level of technical understanding they did not possess. Several of those we spoke to
in case study interviews felt the CBA process was useful but needed a stronger skills transfer
element to build ongoing capacity in CBA. Some lead organisations felt that the specialists
brought in to help with the CBA, while very knowledgeable and helpful, tended to ‘do’ the
CBA rather than teaching lead organisations or partners how to do it.

6.9

That said, several organisations also described how they had subsequently used the CBA
results to good effect as advocacy or in negotiations. The view expressed by an interviewee
for the Somers Town case study captures this mix of views; they felt CBA provided credibility
and “statutory profile”, but at the same time the process seemed to resemble a “black box”
meaning project leads were not exposed to the CBA process, meaning they simply supplied
the raw data before and were then presented with a finished CBA at a later date.

6.10

A few lead organisations already had experience of CBA and did not find it difficult. But
among this group some felt that the New Economy model was lacking in terms of capturing
social benefits (this comes out in the North Huyton or Stewkley case studies). Some
suggested that a Social Return on Investment (SROI) model may have been a better way to
capture the full extent of the social benefits that Our Place projects sought to stimulate.
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Most helpful support
6.11 We asked lead organisations how helpful they had found the Our Place support package.
Figure 10 lists the types of support offered, listed in order of the percentage of survey
respondents who rated each type as ‘very helpful’. Although every type of support received
more ‘helpful’ ratings than ‘unhelpful’ it is cash grants which stand out by far as the most
helpful (88 per cent reported this as ‘quite helpful’ or ‘very helpful’, followed by face-to-face
support from the expert consultants and relationship managers co-ordinated by Locality.
6.12

The Our Place induction events, webinars, and the My Community website also have few
detractors, but each score much higher on ‘quite helpful’ than ‘very helpful’.

How helpful were the following types of support in delivering the
'Our Place' programme up to the stage of producing the
Operational Plan? (67/67 respondents)
Our Place cash grants
Additional five days of consultancy support
Input from Our Place Relationship Managers
Cost Benefit Analysis training
Peer review events
Peer Review process
Our Place Induction Events
Webinars for 'Our Place' areas
Regional Peer Learning Hubs
Online resources on the My Community website
Support from the 'Champions' Network
Just Act website
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Not at all helpful

Figure 10
6.13

Not surprisingly, lead organisations considered Our Place cash grants to be the most helpful
and this was the only form of support to receive no negative responses. Case study
interviewees confirmed that cash grants meant that whatever lead contacts were trying to
do, they could allocate either staff time or money to do it. This was particularly true for
organisations from the voluntary and community sector. Typically, cash grants were used to
fund or contribute to a project manager who was leading an Our Place project, or to a
service delivery post which related to piloting a new service. We also heard of a few
examples of cash grants being distributed beyond the lead organisation.

70
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6.14

Besides cash grants, 79 per cent of respondents rated Relationship Managers as ‘very
helpful’ or ‘quite helpful’, and 68 per cent rated additional consultancy support as ‘very
helpful’ or ‘quite helpful’.

6.15

So besides the flexibility of cash grants, it seems to be direct face-to-face support which was
seen as the other most useful form of support. In our interviews for the Torbay case study
we heard how one reason the Relationship Manager’s presence has been so helpful was the
fact they were a neutral party who could facilitate sensitive discussions between community
groups, and in Torbay this had been pivotal in encouraging those groups, who each ran
separate community hall, to join forces.

6.16

The peer review process and events generated the most mixed response. Peer review had
been intended as a key feature of Our Place and part of building a culture of shared learning
and reflection. The original Our Place ‘starter pack’ guide describes a process in which every
draft operational plan would be peer reviewed by lead organisations and others involved in
Our Place. It states that lead organisations would be expected to peer review operational
plans from at least two other areas. However, although some lead organisations viewed the
peer review aspect of Our Place very positively, the large-scale process of mutual peer
review did not materialise. We understand from interviews with locality staff that pressures
on staff time among lead organisations was a key factor in this.

6.17

The Our Place Champions Network was launched as part of Our Place to create a network of
‘inspirational leaders and experts from the community, public, private and voluntary based
sectors acting as the voice and ambassadors for the Our Place approach’10. Although the
response in the survey is mixed, the network was viewed positively by those we spoke to
who were part of it, but we heard from lead organisations and others that the amount of
time required on an unpaid basis was felt to be unrealistic - both for individuals and their
organisations. The views about Our Place Champions are similar to more general views we
encountered about how being part of a national government programme opened doors for
individuals and their organisations by providing a level of profile which lent credibility to the
work projects were undertaking.
“Community budgeting was an opportunity to raise the profile…. [and] was the start of
rebooting health in Castle Vale” (interviewee from Castle Vale - an Our Place Pioneer).

Involvement of statutory services
6.18 The creation of a partnership which included statutory organisations besides the lead
organisation was an important expectation of Our Place (and integral to the idea of ‘rewiring’ services). The survey shows local authorities as being the most involved, with the
NHS and the Police/National Offender Management Service (NOMS) some way behind.
However, what we know from the case studies is that although NHS and health partner
involvement in Our Place was less common overall, where it did happen it could be
significant. This can be seen in the Torbay example where the lead organisation was able to
work closely with the new and influential Integrated Care Organisation for Torbay and South
Devon. Similarly, Martock benefitted from the momentum created by a NHS ‘Vanguard’
10

From the Our Place Guide for Champions
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project focused on integrating primary and acute care – and the appetite this created for
new approaches to prevention. In Croydon, support from an influential director of public
health was also important in developing a system of health-focused ‘community connectors’
which required the co-operation of GP surgeries and pharmacies where community
connectors would be based.

How involved were the following statutory organisations in
the Our Place processes up to the production of the
Operational Plan? (65/65 respondents)
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Local authority
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NHS and Clinical Commissioning Groups

Police or National Offender Management Service

Figure 11
6.19

While the survey highlights the degree of involvement by different statutory partners, our
case study examples help us understand the nature of that involvement. For example, in
Seaham in County Durham, a major success of Our Place has been to enable a community
action group to bring the police and the local community together to discuss issues of crime
and community in a neighbourhood where many residents did not trust the police. Another
example is the operational plan produced by Black Country Make CIC. It was co-produced
with young people with the aim of using it as a prospectus to attract financial and other
support for local regeneration activities and also to challenge attitudes among statutory
partners about the relationships between municipal bodies and the communities they serve.
The CIC deliberately chose content and a presentational format to reflect its vision for a new
model of civic engagement built around ideas of circular economy, and self-reliance.

Experiences of local partner organisations who were involved but not as lead organisations
6.20 Our separate survey of partner organisations shows that the views of those organisations
who were involved but not leading were often consistent with the lead organisations.
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How significant/impactful do you feel your organisation’s
involvement has been in shaping the following processes of the
Our Place Programme? (60/60 respondents)
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Figure 12
6.21

Looking at perceptions of impact those partners who were involved, but not leading, still
tend to feel they influenced all aspects of Our Place, with the exception (perhaps
unsurprisingly given the general lack of funding) of helping to secure funding and budget
pooling.

6.22

Similar to the lead organisation survey, we asked those partners who answered that
involvement had been difficult what they believed the reason for this was. They too saw
pressures on staff resources as the biggest challenges of the process (42 per cent said this
was the reason their involvement had been difficult).
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If your involvement in any of the stages of the Our Place
process felt difficult to contribute to, please give the reasons
why this was. (62/62 respondents. Respondents could mark as
many as applied)
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Figure 13
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Lead organisations’ views on the involvement of community members
6.23 Like the involvement of statutory partners, securing the involvement of residents in decision-making and service design was also a central objective of Our Place. A
majority of lead contact survey respondents believed community members had been involved to a high degree across the process, and only a small proportion
believed the community had not been much involved. In total, 68 per cent felt the community had been ‘very involved’ or ‘quite involved’ in planning and decisionmaking, 81 per cent felt this was the case for designing and delivering services, and 81 per cent felt this was the case in terms of involvement in consultation.

Community Members have been not very/not at all
involved? Community members who have been not
very/not at all significant/impactful in the Our Place
process? (53 respondents answered two questions)
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Figures 14 & 15
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7 Implementation since sign-off
7.1

Some lead organisations began implementation of Our Place before they finalised their
operational plans. Others did not begin implementing their plan until after it was complete.
At the time of our survey (around 9 months after finalising their plans) 42 per cent of lead
organisations reported being on schedule in implementing their Operation Plans but another
40 per cent said they were behind schedule.

In terms of the delivery timescale envisaged in the
operational plan where would you say you are with
implementing Our Place? (53/53 respondents)
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Figure 16
7.2

This even split between those making progress as planned and those finding progress
difficult mirrors our case studies. It also fits with the pattern of some lead organisations
using their Our Place operational plans to develop new services and making progress in a
number of ways – but struggling to achieve the ‘re-wiring’, pooling, and devolving of public
sector budgets which had been envisaged.

7.3

The Somers Town case study is typical in this respect. A new employment support service
has been launched in line with the operational plan and supported by a CBA. So in this
respect they are ‘on schedule’. But in terms of public sector budgets being pooled or
devolved to support the long-term delivery of this new service, they are very much ‘behind
schedule’. In fact, our case study shows it is now very doubtful that public sector budgets
will support the service and so it remains a precarious pilot ‘project’.

7.4

Some areas have been held up not by lack of budget pooling but by practical details. In North
Huyton Our Place was used as a new approach to the on-going problem of empty homes;
beginning with the purchase of 10 empty housing association houses, bringing them into
community ownership and in doing so ending ‘the domino effect of voids’. However, the
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practicalities of taking ownership of houses originally built using Homes and Communities
Agency (HCA) grants has proved slow and complicated and the first step, transfer of
ownership, has not yet been completed.
Achievements and outcomes
7.5
The open-text answers to the survey questions about implementation and achievements
provide further evidence of the impact of Our Place on local relationships between
organisations and with the public.

7.6



15 cited positive achievements relating to “partnership working” and
“networking across agencies” which they felt were a result of Our Place – this
reinforces the findings around inter-organisational “Relationships” and
“Commitment” being important factors for those who have made more
progress.



12 cited achievements relating to “community engagement”, “capacity” or
“community control” or “Local ownership”, “positive engagement”, and
“residents taking the lead” -which reinforces the view that local residents were
indeed involved to a high degree across the Our Place process.



4 cited achievements around “brokering interest from other funders” as an
important achievement of Our Place – which perhaps shows that despite many
Our Place lead organisations failing to have secured a budget, some feel they
have at least got funders interested in their work.

We also saw answers describing achievements for service users, most of which fell under
themes of ‘health and wellbeing’ or ‘employment and skills’ which as we have already
explained are among the most common areas of focus for Our Place.


12 mentioned health and wellbeing achievements, for example, helping with
“reducing social isolation” and a “reduction in mental health call-outs” – which
reinforces the findings about health-related OP plans finding more traction



9 believed there had been positive achievements around skills and employment
services. For example, one cited a “Youth enterprise project launch” and
another explained they had “10 employers providing direct support through
…placements”.
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Implementation of health-themed operational plans are more likely to be on schedule
7.7
When we disaggregated responses about progress by policy or service theme, there was a significant difference in the extent of progress reported by respondents
who described their activities as ‘health and wellbeing’ themed, compared to ‘young people’ themed; those saying they were focused on health (even though
health partners were less likely to be engaged overall) were significantly more likely to report being on schedule than those saying they were focused on young
people. Differences between other themes (neighbourhood regeneration and skills and employment) were not significant due in part to small sub-sample sizes.
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Perceptions of enabling factors versus obstacles
7.8
Of those who said they were behind schedule the obstacles most cited were availability of
staff skills and resources (46 per cent), management (42 per cent), and budget pooling (42
per cent).

You indicated you are behind schedule or haven’t been able to
start implementation: What have been the obstacles you have
encountered? (24/24 respondents)
Availability of other staff skills and resources
Amount of external /pooled funding secured
Availability of dedicated management/co-ordination
resources
Other
Commitment level of statutory partners
Commitment level of residents/volunteers
Commitment level of voluntary/community sector
partners
Governance and accountability arrangements
Strength of the operational plan or business case
Leadership from Our Place lead organisation
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7.9

However, those who said they were ahead of schedule on implementation, tend to see
“commitment” as a key enabler; of residents/volunteers (83 per cent), of statutory partners
(75 per cent), and of voluntary/community sector partners (71 per cent).
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You indicated you are ahead or on schedule: Which of the
following have acted as drivers/enablers? (24/24 respondents)
Commitment level of residents/volunteers
Commitment level of statutory partners
Commitment level of voluntary/community sector
partners
Strength of the operational plan or business case
Availability of other staff skills and resources
Leadership from Our Place lead organisation
Governance and accountability arrangements
Availability of dedicated management/co-ordination
resources
Amount of external /pooled funding secured
Other
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7.10

It appears from the above graph that the factors which those who are behind schedule
imagine would help them proceed faster (i.e. staff and budgets), are in fact different from
the enablers seen as most important by those who are proceeding faster (i.e. commitment
from partners).

Resources now in place
7.11 Respondents were asked what resources they had in place. More than two thirds (70 per
cent) of respondents who answered this question about resources said they had a steering
group or partnership board, which meets regularly. Just under half (49 per cent) reported
having specific ‘mainstream‘ resources (financial or in kind), and a similar proportion (47 per
cent) said they had paid staff with specific responsibility for developing the operational plan.
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Are any of the following resources/support in place currently to
implement the Our Place Operational Plan? (53/53
respondents)
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The relationship between having resources in place and having produced a CBA
7.12 Fifty five lead organisations were asked by Locality and DCLG to conduct a cost benefit anlayis (CBA). We found those who produced a CBA were significantly more
likely to report having paid staff in post with specific responsibility for implementation (69 per cent compared to 38 per cent of project that did not produce a CBA.
The causality of this relationship is not clear – it may be that having a CBA helped secure or retain the resources for staff.

Figure 22
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Funding and budget pooling
7.13 The pooling and re-wiring of budgets and resources was a headline objective for Our Place.
In this context ‘pooling’ was taken to mean ‘where service providers pool their budgets in one
pot and collectively decide how to spend the money to deliver against agreed outcomes.’
7.14

Our survey asked respondents about the extent of pooled budgets and other funding
secured, and whether this was more, or less, than planned. In terms of pooled funds
specifically, the survey shows very little evidence of this. Overall, the most common answer
was that none of these types of funds were available to respondents. Figure 24 displays the
level of funding pooled and aligned due to Our Place, and any additional funding which has
been secured from other sources due to Our Place work.

How much if any existing spending has been pooled/aligned for
the area due to Our Place, and how much additional funding has
been secured from the following sources? (53/53 respondents)
Other forms of additional funding or support (e.g. in-kind,
use of resources or assets)
Funding secured indirectly through Our Place – (e.g. external
funding for parts of the Operational Plan )
Funding secured directly through Our Place – (e.g.
Implementation grants through Locality,)
Additional external funds (e.g. Big lottery, other
charities/grants)
Funding as payment for commissioned services
Mainstream funding from other statutory agencies
Mainstream funding from other statutory agencies
pooled/aligned for Our Place area
Other mainstream funding from local authority (e.g. for
specific services/projects)
Mainstream funding from local authority pooled/aligned for
Our Place area
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7.15

We know that in some case Our Place projects have been offered public funding, but often
this is on a small scale (e.g. Seaham’s £10,000 from the police and £6,000 from a
neighbourhood budgets fund). We have also seen examples of Parish Councils making offers;
Our Place in Martock secured an ongoing commitment from Martock Parish Council of
£125,000 per year, a significant proportion of the Parish’s precept income.

70

40
Funding and budget pooling for specific versus ongoing projects
7.16 One final pattern is that lead organisations who described Our Place as a ‘specific project’, rather than an ‘ongoing project’, were significantly more likely to have
secured funding ‘as planned’ or ‘more than planned’ from three sources (1) from pooled/aligned mainstream funding from the local authority (2) from mainstream
funding from other public service providers (not pooled/aligned) and (3) funding directly through Our Place.

'Specific' Projects (31/31 respondents)

'Ongoing' Projects (22/22 respondents)
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8 Relating the data to the theory of change
8.1

On the following pages we compare our initial or ex ante theory of change (originally
presented in the Methodology section as figure 1B above) with our ‘real world’ or ex post
theory of change which reflects the findings of this research.

8.2

A working version of this ‘real world’ version was developed and tested with members of the
sounding board part way through our research. We have refined it further since then and
with it we aim to explain how Our Place has worked in practice.

8.3

There are a now a number of differences between our real-world theory of change when
compared with the change processes that were assumed initially – in the original DCLG logic
model (figure 1A at the start of this report) and by us in our ex ante version (figure 1B).

8.4

One of the biggest differences is the role played by the Our Place operational plans. In reality
these do not seem to have convinced service providers to pool, align, or devolve budgets.
Instead they have provided a vehicle for designing and implementing new models of service
delivery often now operating in parallel with existing statutory models. They have also
enabled lead organisations to build their reputation and secure roles in other similarlyintentioned initiatives.

8.5

Operationally, in terms of the Our Place ‘inputs’ we can see that the most important support
from Locality was in distributing the CLG cash grants followed by co-ordinating support from
relationship managers and expert consultants. This finding came from the survey, and case
studies where projects explained how paid staff were essential to engage partners,
undertake CBA and prepare an operational plan.

8.6

In relation to processes, we found that the development of the operational plan itself and
the ‘conversations’ it created, along with developing a logic model and business case for new
services were among the most important processes. Alongside this was the effect that Our
Place had in ‘authorising’ or even making it desirable to do things differently, and also the
effect it had in a more practical sense of providing a focus for existing activities. Operational
plans have also led to other outputs, notably around improved relationships with and
between partners, including through more confident and goal-orientated local partnerships.

8.7

There is however an important ‘broken link’ in our real-world theory of change – which is
that in the absence of large-scale budget pooling, it is very unclear where the resources will
come from to scale up and continue the activities developed through Our Place.

8.8

In practice, small project-based sources of external funding (e.g. Big Lottery in the case of
Somers Town and Torbay) and individual commissions from local authorities or NHS
organisations have been far more important to achieving improved service delivery
outcomes than long term pooling or aligning.
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Our initial or ex ante theory of change
Context

Inputs

Starting point for
programme design was
the Our Place Pioneers
pilot

Learning from DCLG
internal evaluation of the
‘Pioneers’ pilot
programme

Policy goals of putting
communities at the heart
of local public service
delivery

DCLG commissioning of
Locality support

Aim was to create a
programme to bring
partners and local people
together on ‘issues that
matter’ with:

potential to influence
how local budgets
are spent (pooling,
aligning, devolving)

transforming services
and the way their
neighbourhood
works

Commentary:
Evidence from this
evaluation confirms these
assumptions.
‘Communities’ in the form
of community-led service
providers came to Our
Place as lead
organisations to attempt
service innovation and
influencing of budgets.

141 areas recruited
Programme rules and
requirements
Time commitment from
individuals






Cash grants
Relationship
management
Champions and
regional learning
Training
Governance etc.
Commentary:

Key input was time
commitment from
individuals. Cash grants
often enabled lead
organisations to devote
additional staff time.
In addition to staff time,
Relationship Managers
and expert advisers also
helped with capacity,
technical tasks, and as
neutral convenors.

Processes

Outputs

Application process

Dependent on area circumstances and details of operational plan but likely to include:

Selection of areas and
provision of grant
Support from Locality and
partners for/through






Identification of key
issues
CBA analysis
Resource mapping
Community
engagement
Partner engagement

Outcomes

Performance
management
arrangements in place
Completed operational
plan
(in some cases) Cost
Benefit Analysis
Logic Models
Partnership agreements

Development of
operational plans


Devolution and/or pooling of budgets

Service innovation at neighbourhood level

Improved service delivery (from user perspective)

More equal access to services
Cost-effectiveness
Better citizen outcomes
Increased community involvement in local decisions
New ways of working are embedded and sustained
Finance secured through:
 budget pooling/ aligning
 commissioning
 external grants
Partnership working embedded
Learning outcomes for future interventions and other public policy programmes:
 The importance and effectiveness of different elements of the support
 The additionality and impact of the programme

Implementation

Commentary:

Commentary:

Having to reach
agreement between
multiple organisations –
on application process,
then on producing a plan was important process for
partnership-building.

Clear stages and
timescales kept projects
on track even though they
were seen by some as
restrictive or ‘rushed’.

Commentary:
Although it was a key programme goal, the pooling, aligning and devolving of budgets did not
feature as a key outcome for most areas. This was due to factors including the overall public
spending climate, lack of trust/assurance, embedded culture, and clashing assumptions about
sources of funding,
An outcome which was not so clearly anticipated was that community-led service provider used
the programme to build their capacity and reputation, and deliver service innovation.

Being visibly ‘DCLG’
branded gave reputational
value, credence, to
proposals and activities of
lead organisations.

Figure 27
8.9

In figure 27 above, we have added a bottom row ‘commentary’ which highlights where our research has shown the initial theory proved an
accurate prediction, and also where the real-world version of events was different from what was predicted. Based on our findings from this
research, figure 28 overleaf presents our ‘real world’ or ex ante version of the theory of change.
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Our real world or ex post theory of change
Context

Status of being part of
a government
sponsored programme
can create
opportunities to
develop new services
and/or give existing
initiatives reputational
boost.
Ambitious deliveryfocused community
organisations looking
for opportunities to
engage more in service
transformation.
Government
committed to
‘community rights’ and
devolution at very local
level.

Mechanisms
Figure 28

Inputs

Political/ministerial
support
-DCLG ‘call to action’
-Reputation
-Political capital
Our Place resources
and technical skills
-Cash
-Advisers
-CBA experts
-Events
-Peer support/review
-Learning resources
Resources from lead
organisations
staff time
Commitment from
community members

Processes

Outputs

Applying for a place on
the programme
(gathering partnership,
articulating goals)
Production of logic
model
Production of CBA
Discussions convened by
lead organisations about
delivering new initiatives
Using logic models and
business cases in the
design of new services

Finalised Cost
Benefit Analysis
Logic Model
Final Our Place
operational plan

Developing and writing
an operational plan

Outcomes
Programme Outcomes
-Delivery record of community orgs becomes platform for new
endeavours
-Some community organisations are seen as more credible providers
by commissioners
-New funding opportunities are created for some
-Practical new models for public service innovation - re-imagined,
lower projected cost base
-Cost Benefit Analysis and logic models used as tools/evidence for
further projects
-Improved relationship between heads of statutory and nonstatutory organisations
-Some organisations and partnerships become more confident and
goal oriented
(Negative Outcomes)
-Clashing assumptions are revealed about future resourcing of
services - leads to tensions
-'Assurance' concerns among statutory organisations about
community organisations become more apparent
-New services are developed for which there is strong user demand
but likely funders

Mapping existing needs
Commitment from
partner organisations

Award of grants enables
organisations to assign
staff to work on Our
Place projects

In refining their plans
lead organisations build
connections with other
reform programmes e.g.
NHS

Nationally prescribed
process and timescale
provides focus /
structure

Government ‘brand’
authorises departure
from normal practice

Local Area Outcomes
-Sustainable models for community-led and co-produced services
(e.g. social prescribing, personalised support for jobseekers)
-Efficiencies through co-location of community organisations
-Improved relationships / partnership structures between
commissioners and delivery organisations
Funding environment incentivises innovation and proof of
impact, but also perpetuates short-term funding models
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9 Conclusions
9.1

The provision of Our Place grants, the requirement to produce a plan, and the support
available, has shown it can be a catalyst for organisations involved in public service delivery
to develop new ways to achieve public service outcomes at the neighbourhood level. Many
of those involved have experienced slow progress in terms of implementing the Our Place
plans they had developed, but Our Place has been used successfully by some, typically by
community-led organisations rather than local authorities. Our Place has tended to be most
successful for those organisations who wanted to develop specific service propositions in
response to the priorities of their communities, often with close involvement from statutory
organisations. However, because most Our Place initiatives have been developed outside of
mainstream public sector budgets, their future in many cases, now depends on securing new
funding through commissioning arrangements, further grants, or other means – and in many
cases this is proving difficult. Propositions have not tended to be achieved through the
aligning, pooling or devolving of public sector budgets. This situation is exacerbated by the
current financial pressures public service delivery organisations are under, but it is a
situation which also echoes earlier ‘mainstreaming’ challenges experienced by previous
policies aimed at neighbourhood level service innovation.

9.2

Our Place was designed to be “a fundamental part of the government’s approach to localism,
transforming public services by making sure that they are focused on the user, not the
organisations.” It was intended to encourage local public service providers to look carefully
at total public spending in a defined neighbourhood and then to work together, and with
other interested individuals and organisations, to develop new collaborative approaches. A
package of guidance, support, and small cash grants, was offered to organisations willing to
take up the challenge of developing an operational plan in the space of 12 months. The
expectation was that act of developing operational plans collaboratively would build support
locally for the plan to be implemented and for budgets to be pooled or ‘re-wired’, which
would further support implementation.

9.3

Of the 141 lead organisations to join the programme 38 were principal local authorities (just
over a quarter) whereas community sector organisations and Parish Councils combined
accounted for more than two-thirds of the programme. Once on the programme, although
more of those working for local authorities say they found it easy to produce an operational
plan, it was community sector organisations and Parish Councils who were most likely to get
their operational plan completed, and start implementing it. Lead organisations who
developed something specific – a specific service offer or initiative – were also more likely to
secure other forms of funding to support implementation. Although health was not
identified as a common theme among the original applications for join Our Place, those lead
organisations who did end up pursuing health-focused activity seem to have made more
progress.

9.4

Our findings create a picture of Our Place being used by organisations which are not
mainstream statutory services, to develop innovative new ways of meeting public service
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outcomes. Many lead organisations for Our Place are not yet, however, in greater control of
the public service budgets which the programme was designed to align, pool, and devolve to
communities. Cost benefit analysis has, despite being technically difficult to produce,
proved useful for generating evidence and for making the funding case.
9.5

In terms of ‘What has worked for whom, and why – and in what circumstances?’ – the case
studies in particular indicate that Our Place has been catalytic in enabling community-led
organisations which are entrepreneurial and/or delivery-focused to develop new service
offers and develop their own delivery capacity. Often these organisations tackle common
public service problems and needs in very different ways from statutory services. In
particular their approach typically has a high degree of citizen and user involvement in
solving problems and meeting needs and creates more informal relationships between
service users and service delivery staff. Our Place projects have also tended to be
preventative and enabling – especially in the areas of health and wellbeing. Many Our Place
projects would fit the description of a co-production approach11.

The challenge of moving beyond a cycle of grant-funding
9.6
Our survey shows Our Place lead partners struggled to secure the levels of funding they had
planned for, or which had been committed to them by others. Overall, most lead partners
responding to our survey reported they had secured less resources than anticipated or
planned in their operational plans.
9.7

In our case study interviews we delved further and found that with a few notable exceptions,
where Our Place has led to new service models, most now require further grant funding if
they are to continue. Even though some local public service providers were helping nonstatutory lead partners to identify potential sources of grant or innovation funding, Our
Place lead partners and local authority budget holders were often in agreement that
mainstream funding for new service models was simply not on the cards. We hear this in
relation to the case studies of Black Country Make, Leicester, Bradford, Birmingham Shard
End and Somers Town. The lead organisation in Somers Town stated quite bluntly that
funding from the local authority was “sadly never gonna happen”. In Bradford we heard
how one potential area of devolved or pooled budgets had been youth services, but that
service had been wound down. At that point the lead organisation took the view that “we
were never going to get pooled budgets – we were just offered some training budget”.

9.8

One likely reason why funding is so uncertain is that most Our Place projects were
developed outside of the key organisations responsible for mainstream public sector
budgets. At the same time those organisations which do control core budgets (local
authorities, NHS, Police/NOMS) – while supportive of Our Place at the innovation stage –
have often appeared unable or unwilling to either invest or decommission any of their own
services. So while lead organisations who are community-led and/or non-statutory have
brought a focus on innovation, many of these organisations have also struggled to influence
mainstream service delivery budgets.

11

There are many definitions of co-production, but one of the most recent can be found in Designing public
policy for co-production: theory, practice and change by Liz Richardson and Catherine Durose (2015) whose
work reflects a close understanding of DCLG Local Government and Community Rights policies.
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9.9

Added to this, local authorities and the NHS have well-established funding and
commissioning practices and institutional cultures which are slow to change. Innovation
during a time of significant budget cuts involves multiple risks which many are not able or
willing to take. As one case study interviewee put it, "It's a very bad time for pooling
budgets. Our business case helped to bring the statutory organisations on board which made
it easier...but it was a crunch time for finance. There's a massive impact from the financial
situation" - Bradford

9.10

This situation echoes findings in DCLG’s own evaluation of the Our Place pioneers, and
indeed evaluations of previous programmes notably neighbourhood renewal. In particular it
echoes previous concerns that neighbourhood scale initiatives designed to stimulate
innovation and user focus, end up overly reliant on discretionary funding rather than
mainstream budgets and this in turn meant many changes were only short lived, rather than
long-lasting.12 In other words, rather than budget pooling, the future of many Our Place
initiatives currently depends on a ‘patchwork’ of short-term budgets.

9.11

It is widely accepted that it is hard for grant-funded projects focused on local public services
to transition to more stable and secure funding. But this research sheds more light on some
of the reason why this is the case. The first is that even where Our Place projects developed
successful new service models, backed up by a CBA, lead organisations struggle to get their
services recognised by budget-holders as credible replacements for existing services. We
heard that budget holders often cited concerns about ‘assurances’ of the quality of service
delivery, and of governance. Furthermore, we have seen no examples in this research of
local public service providers decommissioning13 an existing service and replacing it with
something developed through Our Place.

9.12

The interviews we undertook for the case studies also revealed a lack of clear understanding
of the future role of community based organisation and potential funding models. This led to
unclear language, and therefore real potential for misunderstanding between Our Place lead
organisations and statutory services about resourcing options and strategies. Resources will
need, logically, to come from one or more of the following sources: public sector contract
payments, public sector grants, Lottery or charitable grants, user payments, loans and
finance, or non-cash resources such volunteer time or donated goods and materials. Yet our
case study findings point to a number of potential problems:

12



Underestimation, by some community sector organisations of the barriers to
accessing mainstream budgets and commissioning; and



Genuine concerns by statutory partners about the delivery capacity,
accountability and governance of community-based organisations.



Ambiguous language on all sides, for example about what is meant by ‘taking on
responsibility’ e.g. does this mean being given a role and a contribution of

See for example Neighbourhood Management – Beyond the Pathfinders: A National Overview (DCLG 2008)
Decommissioning, and the challenges it brings is discussed in detail in The Art of Exit NESTA, 2012
http://www.nesta.org.uk/blog/art-exit-tackling-challenge-decommissioning-public-services
13
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funding towards it, or does it mean accepting responsibility for securing new
income sources?
The impact of cuts on the appetite for risk and judgements about geographic scale
9.13 At the time of conducting this research the defining challenge for local public services has
been the need to achieve significant budget reductions while maintaining sustainable
services. In most local authorities, and other public service providers, this is driving decisionmaking.
9.14

In some cases this pressure is driving innovation, but in many localities the reduction in total
budgets and the escalating demand-pressure on core services is reducing rather than
enhancing local authorities’ appetite for ‘risky’ investment in decentralisation and other
kinds of innovation. This also relates to issues around geographic scale which can be seen in
the case studies – where some councils are looking to work with fewer, larger delivery
partners. In this context some Our Place lead organisations are finding it hard to make the
case for in effect, increasing the number of community-based service providers thereby
creating a larger commissioning-side contract management burden. So even where
decentralisation of commissioning budgets might be possible in principle, it can be perceived
as more expensive for local authorities to oversee multiple small locally-based contracts.

Assurances of quality in delivery and governance
9.15 Confidence amongst commissioners around quality and governance are also major
challenges. Although the use of cost benefit analysis in Our Place projects helped provide an
additional level of assurance about the efficiency case for community based approaches,
there are many other ways in which statutory providers still do not feel confident in the
quality of service or the quality of governance within community organisations. In our case
study interviews we heard, mainly from managers in statutory services, a range of concerns
about the quality assurance which non-statutory organisations could provide; such as ‘track
record’, the ‘professionalism’ of delivery staff or volunteers, and user confidentiality.
9.16

Taken together, the issues above amount to what might be described as a contrast of
cultures between the community sector and the statutory sector. The Royal Society for the
encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce recently described this (in People
Shaped Localism) as the difference between ‘communitarian’ and ‘technocratic’ models of
public services. What we have seen during this research is that this contrast can lead to
frustration where new methods for solving long-standing problems are praised, but not
‘mainstreamed’; they remain a ‘project’ rather than a ‘service’ and this has real financial
consequences.

Deadlines drive progress, but Our Place will take 3-5 years to get going beyond the 12-month
timescale of the programme
9.17 Some lead organisations felt having a series of deadlines and stages may have motivated
partners and driven negotiations with outside agencies, but the end of support after 12
months was also described as being far too abrupt, and how the Our Place policy deals with
implementation of operational plans seems unclear.
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9.18

This echoes the findings of the DCLG’s own evaluation of the Our Place Pioneers programme.
That research also found that the first twelve months cannot realistically be viewed as ‘the
whole process’ in itself – rather it should be viewed and used as the start of a longer-term
journey towards decentralisation with a timescale of 5 years or more. Our evidence
suggests:


There was a perception Our Place was seen by the government as being ‘done’
in 12 months, rather than simply reaching the start line which was the case for
some projects.



Within the 12-month period of Our Place support it was not generally feasible to
begin achieving tangible outcomes but it was possible to complete important
groundwork – including goal-setting, stakeholder engagement, relationship
building and business planning (including the CBA).



Where Our Place has been successful as a catalyst, the evidence is that real
outcomes and tangible results begin to be seen within 18 to 24 months. For
example, Torbay’s social prescribing service is just coming on stream 24 months
after Our Place began, in Leicester the Our Place partnership are only now
looking at potential premises to co-locate services having spent 24 months
getting agreement in principle and then waiting for viable premises to come
onto the market.

‘Getting ready’, ‘Getting Going’ – but what about the ‘Making it Happen’ stage?
9.19 In our North Huyton case study one interviewee said that a major barrier to implementation
was that there was no funding for implementing the operational plan:
“We’ve got a ‘Getting Started’ and a “Going Forward’. Now we need a ‘Making it Happen!”
9.20

This suggestion that there should be a ‘Making it Happen’ stage reflects the sense of
frustration we experienced from a number of lead organisations. Many lead organisations
were clear that the first 12 months of Our Place had been the start of a longer process, and
yet is had sometimes felt that in programme terms this 12-month period was seen the entire
process.

9.21

Another example of a need for a next stage can be found in the example of Leicester’s colocation of ‘Well for Living’ community based health and social care providers. This type of
change requires investment, to provide leadership time, external advice, and ultimately the
purchase of a building. Our Place enabled the lead organisations to convene stakeholder
discussions about co-location but this was a process which was always likely to take more
than a year. Our Place provided the resources to create a plan, but with no further resources
to complete the co-location there is now a real risk of the project losing momentum before
partners can implement their plan.

Our Place has been catalytic, although in different ways to what was envisaged
9.22 Our conclusion is that Our Place has been catalytic and lead organisations have made
demonstrable progress. Furthermore, some lead organisations have used their record of
delivery on Our Place (and systems/resources they have created) as platforms for driving
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further innovation with similar goals around improving their communities and creating new
ways to meet community needs.


Our Place has enabled some community-led service organisations to position
themselves with statutory partners as organisations which can deliver – backed
up by a record of delivery, and also more robust business cases supported by
CBA and logic model evidence



Our Place has created a focus for securing group commitments to common goals
– meaning that local partnerships of organisations can move from being
partnerships in name, to partnerships which take co-ordinated action



Our Place has enabled some lead partners and their partnerships to use their
operational plans and processes such as CBA and resource mapping, to secure
additional funding to pursue their objectives and continue their work - from
beyond local councils, the NHS and Police/NOMS – in particular from Big Lottery



Despite low take up of the collaborative/distance learning aspects of Our Place,
learning activities such as Peer Review and Champions Network have led to
some transmission of ideas on service innovation and community engagement
between Our Place areas (including via the peer review and champions
network).
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10 Recommendations
10.1

We recommend the following actions to build on the momentum of the Our Place
programme. We have addressed these to a range of stakeholders who have either been
involved in Our Place, or are interested in how to support innovation in local public services.

To those designing or delivering similar future programmes and associated support:
1. We recommend that any similar future programme should focus (for any given
budget) on fewer and more carefully selected organisations and should budget
for a longer tail of support post sign-off. The current 12-month process which
ends with ‘Getting going’ could have a subsequent ‘Making it Happen’
implementation phase geared towards scaling up and securing sustainable
income streams. ‘Making it Happen’ could be offered to those who are already
delivering operational plans from Our Place rounds 1 and 2, and should be built
into any further rounds from the start.
2. We also recommend developing mechanisms to enable Our Place lead
organisations and would-be commissioners to have a shared stake through
match-funding or pre-agreed commitments to implement new service models.
3. An application process for any future programme should focus on organisations
and circumstances in which Our Place works best. Specifically, we recommend
targeting projects led by well-established community organisations with strong
leadership, focused on specific and tangible service propositions. These should
meet genuine local needs, and already have a strong business case which can be
enhanced using cost benefit analysis, and a detailed logic model.
4. We recommend future programmes should be supported by a package
consisting of cash grants, along with advisers and Relationship Managers.
Online resources should be provided the start, but could tail off. Although the
peer reviews and champions’ network were seen as valuable in principle, the
logic model and business case for them should be given more thought if similar
support is to be offered again.
To local government and other statutory local agencies:
5. We recommend more research to compare the costs and benefits of
commissioning smaller or neighbourhood-level delivery, with commissioning
at larger scales (e.g. citywide). This could test for instance, whether the
benefits of smaller more localised services are outweighed by the additional
commissioner burden of multiple contracts. It could also explore whether there
are services which are more efficient when more localised and community-led,
and others which are better commissioned at larger scales. While the local
government sector may currently lack resources to commission such research,
other funders are interested in this area14 and could collaborate.
6. We recommend greater openness and transparency from statutory agencies
over expectations about how community-led provision is to be resourced. This
14

The Friends Provident Foundation are currently supporting an action research programme in partnership
with Locality which is exploring how to overcome barriers to small-scale public service commissioning.
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would require statutory agencies to first be clearer about their strategy. In other
words, we recommend greater clarity over assumptions about public sector
contract payments, public sector grants, Lottery or charitable grants, user
payments, loans and finance, or non-cash resources such volunteer time or
donated goods and materials? This issue requires leadership from the sector as
a whole, as well as co-operation from individual authorities.
To community-led local service providers:
7. Mirroring the previous recommendation, we recommend that local communityled providers must also be clearer and more transparent about their
assumptions over resourcing. They too should be clear about whether they are
assuming activities will be resourced entirely through contractual payments,
partially from public spending, or only through non-cash support – and avoid
ambiguity. We see this as a shared challenge between community-led providers
and statutory agencies; where assumptions are fundamentally different, the
eventual realisation of a mismatch severely damages trust. In our view this will
begin to give greater clarity over the strategic role of community-led
organisations in public services.
8. We recommend community-led, non-statutory providers should respond to the
concerns some statutory sector commissioners have about their capacity,
quality assurance, and quality of governance. In practical terms this could be
achieved by convening discussions to agree what quality and governance
standards are expected by commissioners so that community providers can take
steps to address these.
To DCLG and other government partners:
9. We recommend that programmes like this could use specific rules or design
features to create more impact beyond the stage of developing operational
plans. In particular, programmes like Our Place should encourage and reward
those local public service providers who provide ‘in principle’ commitments in
advance, to support new service models which meet some locally-determined
criteria (e.g. based around a CBA). For example, rather than additional grants
being offered for ‘breaking new ground’ or ‘going further’, additional grants
could be offered as a reward for ‘committing to new models’.
10. Similarly, we recommend that programmes like this should require match
funding from local public service providers which would be committed at the
outset, but not paid into the project until after the first year. In effect this
would provide resources later on for a ’Making it Happen‘ stage.
11. We recommend that Our Place should be positioned as promoting both
community rights and public service transformation policy goals. It seems from
the research the ‘public service transformation’ aims are less strongly
communicated than the ‘community rights’ aims - which may partly explain the
issues around slow implementation.
12. We recommend that Our Place data (including CBAs and case studies) should
be used to illustrate how councils can partner with community organisations
as a route to service transformation which achieves two important goals at
once:
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o

the development of more innovative and user-focused ways to meet
local community needs with greater impact, especially in areas such as
health and skills,

and
o

the ratcheting-down of the cost of meeting those needs whilst
increasing benefits in relation to costs.

13. We recommend that CBA forecasts produced at by Our Place areas should be
validated after implementation by comparing them with actual outturn data.
This would help build a body of evidence about where Our Place has led to
savings. This could also help make the case for sustainability. To support this,
DCLG should also consider supporting the development of technical capacity for
monitoring and self-evaluation in participating organisations.
14. We recommend CBAs should continue to be used in Our Place and similar
programmes. However, some lead organisations clearly felt the New Economy
CBA model would be used more if it captured more community and social
outcomes – and if it were accompanied with a stronger skills transfer element
(i.e. to enable Our Place areas to use it themselves).
15. We recommend the CBA guidance should be revised to more effectively take
account of social outcomes or a wider range of models could be used, to
provide choice.
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